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fulu anf tliat on tfie
tfieir main fio|fu i: to compete on tlie

Tfie swing on tfre feft \efongs to

igfrt to fuLffra.

xuing. (fre1 compete to see wfro wi[[ compfete ten swings
;first. Eut it is afwa1s Kadfia wfio wins, tliougli sfie is
not as strong as fotju. Qaju is perpk4e[. Qan yu fie[p
liim unferstan[ tfie secret of Rgfiiaf success?

Fig.5.1

Simple pendulum

the point at which it is hung from
the stand and the centre of the bob.
Measure and note down the length
of the pendulun that you have
made.

Take a metal ball and suspend it using
a string. Set it up as shown in figure
5.1. This is a simple pendulum.

We can analyse Raju's probiem by
using a simple pendulum,

Let's see the parts of the simple
pendulum that you have made.

.

Length: The length of a simple
pendulum is the distance between
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Mass of the bob: We have used a
metal ball as the bob. The mass of
the bob can be found out using a
common balance.

Oscillation: Oscillation is the to and fro motion of the
pendulum about a fixed point. For example the bob
compietes one osciilation when it swings from O to B,
then to A and returns to O.

Equilibrium position : When the pendulum is at rest, it
is said to be in equilibrium. The position O in fig.5.2, is
the equilibrium position.
Amplitude : The maximum displacement of the bob from

()

o^

the equilibrium position is its amplitude.
Period : The time taken for one oscillation is the period.

Period

T:
.

Fig.5.2

Time taken for a definite number of oscillations
=

Number of oscillations

t
n

Frequency: Frequency is the number of oscillations per second.

Freouencv

f=

n

t
Find out the relation between period and frequency and record it in the science
diary.

The unit of frequency is hertz (Hz).
frequency is 1- Hz.

If there is one oscillation per second, the

Using a stop watch and the pendulum that you have made, complete the
table 5.1.
The length of the pendulum = 70cm Mass of the bob
Time Time needed for one
sl.
No. of
No. oscillations (n)
(t)
oscillation (T)

= .. g
Frequency (f)

10
.t5

1

2

?0

.)

Table

5..1

Fincl the period for different lengths of ihe pendulum and also for differentmasses of the bob.

(i) When the length is varied:
Mass of the

bob :

g

s1.

Length (l)

No.

cm

No.of
oscillations (n)

1

40

10

2

60

10

1

it0

10

.+

100

t0
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Table 5.2
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Period

(T=t/n)
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(i) When the mass is varied:

Length of the pendulum
Serial
No

Mass (m)
g

1

10

2

2A

3

7A

:
No.of
oscillations (n)

Time (t)

Period (T)

s

S

Table 5.3

Anaiyse the activities that you have
done. Then write down the factors that

have influenced the period of

a

pendulum.

What could be the factor that was
adjusted in penduium clocks in olden
days to keep time accurately?

Now can't you tel1 why Radha always
wins in the swinging competition with

Let's try an experiment. Take a shallow
tray with some water in it. Place some
small thermocol bal1s on the water. Fix
one end of a hacksaw blade to a stand.
Fix a pin ai the other end in such a way
that the pin tip touches the water in the
tray. Set the hacksaw blade to vibrate.

Haven't you seen the disturbance
created in the water and the ripples
formed?

Raju

Wave motion
'/ineetfia came to see tfre ocean. Sfie saw
a fisfierman sittiryl in a 6oat an[ ary1fing
off a sfiort c[istance from tfie sfiore. Sfre
wonfereI wl4 tfte 6oat cLif
not reac fr tfie sfiore afong 'cuitfi tlie
wa'ues.
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What are the features of the waves
formed in the watcr?
disturbance

;a-::'

llJ l

Fig. 5.3
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without the actual translatory motion
of the particles. They undergo only

l\4rere did the waves start from and
travel to?

vibrations. The transmission of energy
in this manner is a wave motion.

What is the peculiarity of the

Now can't you say why the boats on

motion of the thermocol balls?

the sea do not come to the shore along
with the waves.

Transverse wave

Now let's
waves.

Let s try another activity.

Tie one end of a rope to a window. Tie
a ribbon around the rope in such a way
that the ribbon end does not hang
down. Hold ihe rope straight and
move it up and down. What happens?

see the features of

transverse

When there was no wave formed in the
nledium the particles in it were all at

rest. Consider particles at rest at
positions A, B, C, D, E ,F, G, H and I
(Fig 5 5a).

All these particles will vibrate when
i.ransverse wave sets in. Figures 5.5 (b)
and 5.5 (c) illustrate ihe positions of

Fig. 5.4

* In which

these particles at two consecutive
moments after the wave originated in

direction dld the wave

the medium. Observe these figures and
answer the questions given below.

propagate? What about the ribbon?

Find out the answers from the
statements given be1ow.

The movement of the ribbon is
perpendicular to the direction of

Fig. 5.5 (a)

propagatron of the wave.

The movemeni of the ribbon is
parallel to the direction of
propagation of the wave.

A

1

in rtthich
the pnrticles of the mediun ztibra
erpendiculnr to the direction of_
trnnsuerse ntnzte is n zoazte

propagation of the unzte.

*

When the wave moves along the
rope, does the ribbon change its
position apart from going up and

down? Note down your
observations.
Each wave transmits energy from one

point of a medium to the other parts

Fig.5.5 (c)
ehyitcoiS-ienCei Ie t

*

Complete the following by finding
out the particles which are in the
same state of vibration.

When the particle A comes back to
its original state after completing
one vibration the wave is said to
have completed one cyc1e. By this
time the energy Lravels from A to E.

l. \, F,
2.
3.
4.

C.

How many vibrations would

D,

particle A have completed by the
time energy transmits from A to I?

B,

The wave length of a wave is the

distance between

any

two

If the cycles shown in 5.5(b) were
formed in 0-1 second, how many
cycles would be completed in 1

consecutive points which are in the

same state of vibration. Which
among the following represent the

second? Frequency is the number of
cycles per second. Then what is the

wave length?

.
.
.
.
.
.

AtoE
AtoC
BtoF
CtoE
DtoH
JtoK

frequency of this wave?

\44rat is the distance travelled by the
wave in fig.5.5(b)?

Write down the wave length of the
wave given in fig. 5.5(b)

You know that amplitude is the

maximum displacement

of

*

What is the time taken for that?

*

\44rat is the velocity of the wave?

Now let's see how the frequency,

a

wavelength and veiociiy of a wave are
related to one another.

particle from the mean position.
Find out the amplitude of the wave
from the figure (Fig 55b).

The illustration of a wave at an instant
is given in fig. 5.6 (a). Observe it.

The elevated portion of the wave is
the crust and the depressed portion
is the trough. How many crusts are 10"t
there in the wave in fig. 5.5(b)?
\

*

How many troughs?

1[)cm

Distance iraveiled (m)

Fig 5o Q)
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Imagine that it took 1 second to
complete the movement from A to B.
Based on this find answers to the
following:

*

How many waves are there in the
figure?

Longitudinal wave
Is there any wave other than
transverse wave?
Let's try an activity.

Hold a long slinky horizontally
pulling

*

What is the wavelengih

*

What is the frequency (f)

*

What is the velocitv (v)

(1") ?

ii

slightly. Compress 4 or 5
turns from one end of the slinkv and
release them. What do you observe?

?

?

(b)

Fig.5.7

What is the direction

of
propagation of waves along the
slinky?
Distance tlavelled (m)

Fig. s.6 @)

In which direction do the particles
vibrate?

Observe the illustration of another
wave that travelled in 1 second.
lFis.5.6 (b)1.

A longitudinal

Note down )., v and f. ), =

propagation of the wntte.

.,v:

f-

Aren't both the waves having the same
velocity? Compare the waveiength
and frequency in both [fig.5.6 (a) and
5.6 (b)1.

* How are wavelength, frequency
and velocity related to one another?

in ztthich
the parficles of tlrc medium aibrnte in o
direction parallel to the direction of
zonzte

is a

zL,szte

Sound waves are longitudinal
waves.
A tuning fork is a device used for doing
experiments in sound. Observe fig. 5.8
which shows how a vibrating tuning
fork creates longitudinal waves in the
air.

If wavelength is denoted by 1",
frequencv by f and velocity by v, write
down the equation for finding the
velocity of a wave.
If the frequency of a wave is 256H2
and wavelength is 2m, what is its
velocity?

Raat

Fig. s.8
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In which regions do you see the types. Write down the differences
particles in the air close to each between them in the table given.
other? Is the air pressure high or low

in these regions?

*

l4tLich are the regions of increased
pressure (compression) in the
figure?

*

lMhich are the regions of decreased
pressure (rarefactions)?

the waves mentioned above are
mechanical waves. They are of two
A11

Ztl
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Ttansverse
Wave

Longitudinal
Wave

Table 5.4

Find more examples for longitudinal
and transverse waves.

